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ABSTRACT
This paper examines changing approaches for understanding audience in Technical Communication. By analyzing shifts in audience
theory, it defines a distributed network audience (DNA) theory
reconfiguring the boundaries of what an audience is for digital
composition. It draws upon distributed usability of user network influences for redefining audience and how that audience effects and
is effected by local and hyper-mediated networks of both human
and nonhuman actors. Further, this paper offers insights for teaching the new audience concept to maximize impact of digital communication designs. It posits that we may appeal to conventional,
positive multimedia experiences, design responsively to accommodate user participation, provide clear, learnable, memorable, and
usable communications, curate connections between distributed resources, and shape nonhuman references to support and constrain
communication. Therefore, this paper formulates a framework for a
distributed network audience theory that reassembles many of the
sociocultural and technological boundaries of technical audiences
and offers new teachable directions.
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• Human-centered computing → User models; • Networks
→ Network dynamics; • Applied computing → Document preparation; Education.
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INTRODUCTION

In technical communication, analyzing the writer-reader relationship may be the most important activity [2]. Focusing on audience
stems from the fundamental purpose of technical communication—
to convey data in a rhetorically effective manner so audiences
may use it as information for a particular purpose. For this reason,
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technical communicators study how to best address audiences by
contributing new information to audience theory, becoming "advocates for audiences," [10] and by developing roles as change "agents
representing users" [10] and curators shaping user-networks [16].
Since the modern view of audience formed in technical communication after World War II, the field’s theories of audience
have changed over time [2]. Sustained attention led to a significant
number of theories, especially in work responding to multimodality (e.g. [18]; [3]; [10]; [16]). Growing from the early traditionalinstrumental theory of audience as receivers/decoders of written
and visual information, a theory of multiliterate user-audiences
who influence communication arose. Then, usability needs and
participation grew as part of interactive meaning-making activity
that privileged user-audiences [10]. After which, in the web 2.0
era of technical audience access, more social influences, resources,
databases, intelligent systems and technology led to the growing
importance’s of understanding audience networks for effective
communication [13] [5]. Thus, audiences, their experiences, and
their network connections have moved toward the center of technical communication activity. Continuing this research, I argue
as technical communication becomes more rhetorically designed
for digital spaces, distributed network audience’s and connections
must be taken-up by technical communication audience theory in
order to discover how to reach them and how to teach them in
computer-integrated courses.
In what follows, I first acknowledge the shifts in audience theory
in technical communication. I map the ideological changes from
traditional-instrumental theory toward collaborative-participatory
audiences and finally into internet-inspired concepts of networked
audiences. Then, from these audience theories and the theory of
technical communications as designed, especially when designed
for digital, I define a distributed network audience theory for a field
where posthumanism [1] is coming to the fore. After my definition, I
discuss how a distributed network theory extends audiences and integrates their broadening networks into online rhetorical situations
more usefully in comparison to older networked theories. Afterward, how the distributed network audience should be addressed
by technical designers is provided, then exemplified via online DoIt-Yourself (DIY) technical design. For this exemplar, I cover aspects
of how a technical designer may appeal to a distributed network
audience according to the theory’s characteristics and illustrate
those appeals by references to design work for a wikiHow.com
page. Thereafter, I share a walk-through of students learning my
new theory in technical communication. Last, I close offering pedagogical takeaways and a distinct challenge and contribution of the
theory and how it may be considered going forward.
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SHIFTING AUDIENCE IDEOLOGY

According to the New London Group [7], the ideological concept
behind audience changed significantly as our society and culture
transformed for a technologizing, globalized world. This transformation began in the wake of WWII when many "frightful and complex
machines" [2] necessitated a great influx in designing technical
communications for sharing across national, cultural, and linguistic boundaries. As the networks of designs and users increased,
the rhetorical situation of audience became more complicated and
started to demand more of our attention and communication resources. Hereafter, I define some of the prominent audience theories,
show what they may contribute to contemporary theory linked to
design, how they prepared us for my distributed network audience
theory, and illuminate how each theory builds upon its predecessor
while leaving room for improvement in the next theory. However,
it is important to note that it is beyond the scope of this paper to
observe all theories of audience since WWII, nor is it possible to
review any one theory entirely herein.

2.1

Traditional-Instrumental

Beginning in the early days of audience theory post-war, the traditionalinstrumental theory of a technical audience dominated. This theory
saw such audiences as receivers of neutral, objective data for implementation. It offered an instrumental—or tool-based—view of
written and visual communication. This view of communication
as a tool for a task produces what Ede & Lunsford [4] identify as a
focus on "real-world" writing or communicating for "the concrete
reality of the...audience" [4]. Therefore, the traditional-instrumental
theory of audience contributed a topically reader-focused and usermotivated idea of attending to reader’s needs for an activity. This
contribution begins to prepare us for investing attention in the
centrality of audience for a communication, an important part of
my distributed network audience theory. However, the "addressed
audience" [4] writing method stripped power of invention from
the technical communicator and placed it firmly in the needs of
the audience, ignoring the agency of the designer. This was a mistake. Discovered by communication usability studies, audiences’
perceived needs for a complex activity do not always articulate
into what are their actual needs [11]. Thus, even though traditionalinstrumental audience theory begins recognizing the importance of
a user-audience approach to technical communication, it does little
to acknowledge author influences on technical artifact design. Also,
it does not account well for the impact of audience characteristics
in relation to the social contexts of an artifact’s use.

2.2

Critical

Turning to critical audience theory, the technical audience became
more fragmented as the broadcast era began to wane and transition into the information era. As traditional broadcast media faded
in response to increasing technological connectedness, technical
audiences began fracturing because of the growing number of data
sources at their disposal. Alongside this increasing access to varied
information, the fracturing also coincided with increased use of
multiple communication modes in technical artifacts. Soon the print
and images of the traditional-instrumental technical documents
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were joined by audio and video and then reshaped via new interactive, hyperlinked designs. These connections and designs resulted
in our analyzing the complex nature of audiences’ relationships
with rhetorical situations for using technical artifacts, a great point
of interest in the distributed network audience framework. According to New London Group [7], the changes to "collective audience"
and "common culture" resulting from more resources and varied
experiences led to audiences coming apart into subcultural niches.
Therefore, critical audience theory emerged to define how to reach
niche audiences for technical communication by "scrutinizing conventional expectations and power relations" to "establish a balanced
rhetorical approach" [8]. According to Cook [3], the "critical literacy" audience concept considers their "ideological stances"—ideas,
beliefs, values, and those of their discourse communities—to discern
how they will respond to and interact with a technical communication design in situ. Therefore, critical audience theory focuses on
the influence value of internal and external sociocultural contexts
and connections for designing technical artifacts. This critical lens
remains important today, but this theory does not scrutinize the
importance of an artifact’s usability for its technical audience.

2.3

Usability-oriented

As technical artifacts became normalized in digital rhetorical situations, a usability-oriented theory of audience began to influence
technical communication. The usability focused approach looks at
how well an artifact can be used by people to do a specific activity
or accomplish a particular goal. Specifically, usability focuses on
the design elements of an artifact to understand how effective it
is "from the user’s perspective" [16] for doing something. According to Schriver [18], usability examines the effective attributes of
interweaving "documents [and] technology" to improve audience
experiences, responses, and to meet their needs. This assessment
determines the usability of a technical design and acts as a measure
of its rhetorical quality. The aim to discover "reader’s needs," recognize their "goals and values," and then articulate "feedback" [18] into
usable technical artifacts is paramount within this theoretical framework. These practices of discovery share procedural kinship with
and prepare us for how the new distributed network theory begins
to address audience needs. To achieve this needs-based articulation
in both theories, Nielsen’s concept of User-Centered Design (UCD)
is adopted for examining technical artifacts and uses five elements
to measure usability: learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors,
and satisfaction (qtd. in [17]). Thus, observing "users involved in
usability evaluation and testing, [based on Nielsen’s elements,]
can help technical communicators make design decisions" [10].
Therefore, the usability theory of audience adapted to assess and
value user-experiences with digital artifacts to improve rhetorical
quality—their situated effectiveness for helping people get things
done. However, though this audience approach indicates technical
design relies upon measuring people’s experiences using specific
use criteria, it does not fully admit the audience into participation
with the technical communicator as artifacts are designed.

2.4

Participatory

The second to last audience theory preceding my new framework
is the participatory theory involving technical communication
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in online environments. These environments have elicited what
Hocks [8] calls, "Digital Rhetoric." Digital rhetoric sees "writing
as design" for an audience taking part in the "on-going dialogue
and negotiations among writers, audiences, and institutional contexts...focus[ed] on the multiple modalities available for making
meaning using new communication and information technologies" [8]. In digital, rhetorical situations on web 2.0 technology,
the audience is interacting with the rhetorical design as "a visible, physical, collaborative presence" [10]. According to Johnson
[10], participatory audience analysis recognizes the importance of
user-experiences for making rhetorically effective artifacts, and he
emphasizes the role of audience as "participant[s] in the writing
process who create knowledge and determine much of the content of the discourse." Hence, the participatory audience theory in
technical communication begins to see artifacts as rhetorically codesigned. That is, as "Digital Rhetoric" [8], the creation of technical
artifacts becomes an interactive, collaborative act. This interactivity
between the technical communicator and their audience, as well as
a precision focus on using the points of contact between them to
improve technical designs, recognizes the power of participation
and prepares us for the influences occurring between the various
human nodes in the distributed network theory of audience. Thus,
technical communication designers understanding the value of participation within their concept of audience see users as best served
through participation in what Buur and Bodker have called the "’design collaboratorium’"(qtd. in [17]). This "space" places participants
where "designers, engineers, users and usability professionals meet
and work alongside each other" (qtd. in [17]) co-designing artifacts
to achieve the optimal rhetorical outcome. However, this theory’s
recognition of technical artifacts as designed with audience participation only starts to indicate a networked audience and only the
human part.

2.5

Networked

The last audience theory preceding my new distributed network
is the older networked audience. Within this category, there are
two theories with different audience and network emphases which
are leading theoretical approaches to addressing audience in the
current work of technical communication. These two concepts are
Social Network Analysis (SNA) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT).
Starting with SNA, Firth [5] defines its approach as "focused on
the social connections people make and how those connections both
enable and constrain behavior." Further, SNA is used to look at how
networked audiences connect, interact, and influence each others
activity. This theory treats audiences as people–be they individuals,
organizations, institutions, or corporations–whom are given agency
by the points of contact within their network structures [5]. In other
words, SNA defines an audience as the sum of its connections and
the effects those points of contact have on people’s behavior and
potential for behaviors. The concept of SNA and its approach to
audience contributes heightened attention to members’ personalinternal attributes (e.g. thoughts, feelings, motivations, sense of
agency, roles, etc.) and thereby paves the way for the inclusion
of these nodes in my distributed network theory. However, even
though SNA builds upon the earlier participatory focus on human
interaction by addressing people’s networks, it does not focus on the
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position of nonhuman participants in technical communication’s
theory of audience like ANT does.
Similar to SNA, ANT is an audience-systems concept that recognizes both human and nonhuman participants in a rhetorical situation as actors in a complex network. For our purposes, these actors
are members of technical audiences who come together to create,
shape, validate, and/or move information across multiple networks
for multiple reasons [16]. According to Potts [16], ANT has been
used in technical communication to trace and discuss how information is manipulated by human and nonhuman audiences across
online networks to discover how best to enact user-centered design
for specific technical purposes. ANT draws upon earlier usability
and participatory theories of audience via attention to interaction
and user-experience within a network. Further, ANT prepares us
for my distributed network audience by inviting nonhuman actors into the audience framework for technical communication.
Additionally, ANT’s recognition of a new audience literacy–the
ability for actors to understand and follow or move information
across networked spaces, platforms, software, devices, or media
and to (re)assemble it into usable narratives for their and others
use–is an important attribute of the distributed network audience
theory for online technical communication. However, even though
ANT is very similar to my new framework, it does not include
machine intelligence, smart algorithms, or artificial intelligence in
its definition of user, fully decenter people as actors, or take-up
SNA’s personal-internal attributes of human audiences, which I
shall address while I redesign the networked audience.

3

REDESIGNING NETWORKED AUDIENCE

To redesign audience for technical communication today, contributions from past theories and the perspective of technical artifacts
as designed must be addressed prior to my definition of distributed
network audience (DNA). This activity illustrates how we have
been prepared for my audience theory and where it comes from
historically. Then it provides where I am coming from ideologically
when I discuss technical designs as part of my DNA framework.
The content in this section sets the stage for DNA and clarifies
some aspects of technical designs that are central to my theoretical
framework.
From the traditional, critical, usability, participatory, and networked theories, my new framework has a clear path of development. From traditional-instrumental theory, DNA acquires a sense
of audience as central to the act of technical communication. Next,
critical audience theory provides DNA with the importance of audience member’s sociocultural relationships in a rhetorical situation.
Also, it provides the origins of looking at networks of people to help
us understand how they respond to technical data and why they do
the things they do with it because of human influence. Then from
usability theory, DNA is provisioned with processes for discovering
and addressing audience needs via user-centered design criteria
and assessment (not to mention recognition of communication as
designed). Following usability, the participatory theory gives DNA
focus on interactivity between people around and with a technical
communication. As we’ve come to know in the web 2.0 era, the
ability for human audiences to participate in the creation, curating, sharing, and criticism of digital artifacts is necessary for us
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to consider because of the overwhelming cultural expectation for
interaction. Last, but not least, from the earlier networked theories
DNA receives an interest in personal-internal attributes of humans
and how they are influenced by social networks from SNA, and it
gets recognition of nonhuman actors and audience network-data
literacy from ANT. Thus, parts of many major audience theories in
technical communication are enveloped within and begin to define
my DNA theory, as well as offer a connection to communication as
designed.
On the subject of technical communication as design, I approach
technical artifacts in the DNA theory recognizing multimodal communication as designed, not simply written. To see technical communications as designed, first we recognize them as designs, as
nouns (documents, drawings, videos, things) and as verbs (showing,
doing, making, actions) that contain multiple modes of communication. Technical designs in this sense are at once things produced and
producing. Further, these designs require collaboration or points of
contact between audiences for sense making. The designer, designusers, and even the design itself and subsequent iterations are all
audiences co-creating the design and its meaning. Thus, technical
designs that communicate meaning through multiple modes–text,
images, sound, textures, and/or electronic affordances–are both
collaborative and multisensorial, calling on audiences’ verbal, visual, tactile, and electronic senses for experience. Next, technical
communications as designs are reliant upon audience perceptions
from experience for making meaning, not unlike what is seen when
a networked audience "makes sense" of a task-problem by seeing
how other members address it. Last, technical designs have the
attribute of responsivity; they are a response, responding, and eliciting responses which are all tied to how the designs are experienced
[14]. Hence, this definition of technical communication as design
should be referenced to help understand technical artifacts and
design attributes within my DNA theory. So, bringing together the
stage-setting of past theories with how to see technical communications as design, we are now primed for my definition of distributed
network audience theory.

3.1

Distributed Network Audience

To begin defining my DNA theory and its view of audience as
networked, we must move beyond the term audience as people and
networks as connections between individuals or groups like in SNA
theory [5]. Also, we must decenter human actors even more than
they are in Latour’s ANT [13] by revising the concept of a network
user to include algorithmic designs, intelligent machines, and smart
software. To accomplish this movement, technical designers need to
reflect on how networks may be made of people or technologies, and
consider how both operate alongside each other connecting to data,
artifacts, designs, and/or personal-internal attributes to create and
manipulate the networks they belong to. This movement requires
that we acknowledge the posthuman in today’s digital writing and
rhetorical situations [1]. According to Boyle [1], posthumanism
should not be understood as "after the human," rather it is concerned
with recognizing agency, especially online, as shared with and
"codependent with things, places, people, and all sorts of others"
[15]. Because of the posthuman nature of shared agency on the web,
the separation between authors and readers, designs and users, and
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between users of technical artifacts and innumerable resources for
"decision-making, problem-solving, [and] strategy-building [during
the] act of invention" [3], we must redefine our network audience
theory to accommodate unprecedented distribution and changes
to users. So, starting from the knowledge of past audience theories
and this digital rhetorical situation, we may now be ready to adopt
a DNA theory.
Initially the DNA theory is a network audience theory that acknowledges a wider distribution of what an audience is or can be
in online technical communication. Today audiences for technical
designs can be human actors such as: people, communities, organizations, institutions, corporations, cultures, or publics. These human actors, individuals or groups, have personal-internal attributes
(e.g. thoughts, ideas, motives, roles, feelings, senses, familiarities,
etc.) that are nodes in their networks. Nonhuman actors for these
artifacts may be: devices, media, other designs, software, databases,
intelligent systems, smart algorithms, or artificial intelligence. They
too have programmed internal attributes (e.g. values, assumptions,
priorities, etc.) operating as nodes in the networks. In my DNA
framework, all of these human and nonhuman actors are part of
the audience and the network of inter-actants. Further, all of these
actors add to networks their inborn attributes and participate in
the network as users. This idea of nonhuman user disrupts technical communication’s earlier definition. Traditionally, a user was
defined as a person using a technical design to get something done.
However, now a user may be a posthuman agent, anything from
a smart algorithm adding advertising content to a web page to a
cellular device controlling your mobile-data access based on usage.
So, not only does my DNA theory broaden the concept of audience
and add more terms to what we understand as a network from
earlier SNA and ANT theories, it also reshapes what may be a user
of a technical design. But, I think we are moving too fast. Lets take
a step back to understand what motivates DNA theory and to add
more to the definition.
Potentially the best touchstone for understanding DNA theory
is its origin as a framework built upon Schneider’s [17] concept of
"distributed usability." According to Schneider, "distributed usability" is a network supported task knowledge to do something in a
particular situation [17]. Schneider sees one’s ability to confront
a task knowledgeably as being distributed across many resources
and their usability and access in a given rhetorical situation. Similarly, the users of online technical designs confront this same
distributed resource situation when they must turn data into usable
information for addressing any technical task-problem. Schneider
states users of technical designs participating in a network "respond
to technical documents by modifying the relationships in which
they participate" [17]. In other words, users modify their points
of contact within the network; thereby, use changes the network
structures. These network relationships are between multiple, interconnected audiences and many diverse resources. Drawing on Gay
and Hembrooke [6], Schneider distributes network resources for a
task across networks that "consist of people, artifacts, an objective
or motive, sociocultural rules, and roles [and others]." So, by acting
within a network, technical design users collect distributed data
to create information and share knowledge via the newly created,
manipulated, or moved nodes in their network. These nodes are
generated by users and from resources for conducting a technical
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activity. Thus, my distributed system for understanding audience,
network, and knowledge invention begins from Schneider’s usability concept. But, my DNA may be more beneficial to today’s
technical communication when framed as design in online rhetorical situations.

3.2

Extension & Integration

In terms of DNA’s usefulness for technical communication analysis
and design, examining how it extends audiences and integrates
networks into online rhetorical situations is a good starting point.
Beginning with theoretical extension, DNA invites more analysis
of a design’s interactivity which shapes our experiences with web
2.0 technical artifacts. This look at design interactivity shaping
experience of an artifact was less cogent in ANT [12] and not a
central analytic focus in SNA [5]. For example, in my DNA theory, as user-audiences interact with a technical design, "a dynamic
relationship between communication and audience that extends
beyond the simple encoding[/decoding] of a message [occurs]" [17].
In this situation, "the user actively transforms technical documents
through use and...has the potential to affect the entire network"
[17]. Additionally, in this instance, the human or nonhuman user is
redesigning and redistributing the design while also changing its attributes and those of the network itself. So, by sharing experiences
and redesigning artifacts, the network is remade with newly added
internal attributes. This extension of audience and the network
mirrors an affordance of design which the New London Group [7]
noted as they observed designs being taken-up by their audiences.
They observed that these designs are "redesigned" during meaningmaking activities [7]. This results in "transformed meaning" and
"a new Available Design" [7] entering circulation and extending
the network potential. Therefore, this interactive-transformative
extension—common within Hocks’ [8] concept of "digital rhetoric"
and "design"—has become an characteristic of today’s audiences
and a part of digital networks that may need close attention during
audience analysis for online technical designs.
Turning to integration of new components into the networks
of online rhetorical situations, audience network expansion via
the distributed lens includes "people, artifacts, an objective or motive, sociocultural rules, roles [and more]" [6]. As mentioned, DNA
includes humans and nonhumans in its definition of a network,
like ANT [12], and brings them together with the personal-internal
attributes of people as nodes, like SNA [5]. But, it also adds the internal attributes of nonhumans and integrates smart technology and
artificial intelligence into the category of nonhuman actors. Therefore, technical designers need to consider much more than themselves, the design, the audience, and the immediate environment
as part of online rhetorical situations. A more robust contextual
analysis may include (but is not limited to) the components above
within local networks and the following resources an audience may
have ready-to-hand in hyper-mediated networks online: similar
artifacts or designs, databases or encyclopedic repositories, the "collective intelligence" [9] of multiple discourse communities, and the
"synergy" created by the "convergence of media" [9] available for
creation and/or consumption by user-audiences. Also, the programming, motives, and means of intelligent systems as users of a design
must be considered to develop an understanding of how it will be
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treated, recreated, redesigned, moved, or otherwise manipulated by
these machine operators. These additions may require a complex
and thorough review during rhetorical context analysis to ensure
the effectiveness of digital, technical designs and to understand
how one’s design may be disseminated. Hence, both extension and
integration offered by my DNA theory may provide some advantageous information for pursuit in technical communication. As
such, my next step is to show readers how to develop a framework
for addressing this new audience concept. What better place to
start than considering digital, technical artifact designs common
to many people and even technical communication courses, DIY
how-to designs.

4

ADDRESSING NETWORKED AUDIENCES

As a communication professional, it is important that I try to offer
how best to address an online, distributed network audience for
technical design work. But, given the many variables, I must say that
this attempt may be inadequate to meet the needs of all situations.
However, I shall provide a serviceable start by looking at how DNA
theory may be used by technical designers while analyzing the
wikiHow.com (wH) article, "How to Make an Air Filter" [20]. But,
before I go forward, I must state that the designers of this article
did not know or have access to my DNA theory. I am creating a
hypothetical experience that technical designers may have using
DNA to design this kind of text. I am merely using the article as a
point of reference to aid my explanation.
First, when going to use DNA theory for technical design, designers must acknowledge audience attributes currently understood
in technical communication. They may acknowledge that most
human user-audiences in today’s digital networks are: multiliterate
[3], active participants in systems of productive knowledge [10],
consumers and producers of media designs [9], and influenced by
sociocultural, economic, and political constructs and conventions
that are at once present and historical, static-for-now and fluid [7].
For example, the landing page for the wH article (Figure 1) displays
authorial awareness and analysis of the typical human audience.
It shows a combination of co-dependent text, visuals, and hypermedia. It invites user interaction through editing, discussion, and
rating. And, it contains culturally aware language choices, images,
advertising and color-typography relationships.
This awareness of human technical audience characteristics illustrates the design staff’s attention to the human-user attributes
mentioned above. To these characteristics, DNA theory adds the
inclusion of user-audiences that go beyond the human, are networked with many "distributed" resources [17], often interact with
disparate "collective intelligences" [9] both human and algorithmic,
and are sometimes working within fragmented ideological niches
and digital systems which are characteristically "postmodern" [8].
Attending to these kinds of attributes in my DNA theory cannot be
as easily shown by pictures. For example, for wH Staff to address
audiences beyond the human network, they tag content with descriptions in code, curate links to questions, discussion, or related
articles in metadata, or (as they have done with human actors) allow content editing by nonhuman intelligent systems. All of which
cannot be easily illustrated, but require the attention of the technical designer. So, while technical designers aim to assist complex
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4.1

A DNA wikiHow Exemplar

A situation where defined DNA characteristics are addressed by
a technical design is best seen when we look at a technical website. As such, consider the appeals to audience made by the DIY,
wH page called "How to Make an Air Filter" [20]. Online technical
artifacts like this one are well-suited to our examination because
technical communication instructors and students may create and
use them in class. Regarding "How to Make an Air Filter," technical
designers using my DNA theory would approach it by invoking
networked resources to address its audience. According to Schneider [17], Jenkins [9], and Krug [11], designers and audiences for
the page call upon interconnected resources such as: conventional
website designs, digital affordances, online communities, message
boards, databases, their identities, and their reasons and motivations for action. Therefore, if the technical designers for my example
used DNA’s framework, they would conduct careful audience and
network analysis guided by key characteristics of the theory to
produce and understand parts of their design. These characteristics
are:

Figure 1: Screenshot of the wikiHow.com landing page for
"How to Make an Air Filter" (wikiHow, 2019). https://www.
wikihow.com/Make-an-Air-Filter.

new audiences via their designs and their networks, they should
do so with all audience members in mind even if much of their
design work is hidden from the human observer. So, with this list of
human and nonhuman networked audience characteristics in mind
for technical designers using DNA, we may posit a conceptually
appropriate address.
Generally, when addressing the networked audience, technical
communicators should cater to integrated, multimodal design literacies, allow user-audiences as much participation as enabled by
their mediums, channels, and platforms, and anticipate and encourage consultation of resources within the designer’s own network.
Further, they need to expend extra effort to include user audiences
beyond humans. This may be done by integrating content tags, item
descriptions, query-able metadata, variable indexing, or machine
manipulable content. This allows greater dissemination of designers
work through more networks, greater interaction with their designs
from humans and technology alike, and increased manipulation of
the information to accomplish more tasks and solve more problems
than imagined. So, with this DNA framework for addressing audience, let’s continue to my illustration using the wH [20] article.
This exemplar will allow us to see how technical designers may
use the characteristics of DNA to appeal to the complex networked
audiences we have identified.

(1) situational analysis of human, nonhuman audiences and
their personal-internal attributes to get at design needs,
(2) recognition of all audiences as users who make, change,
and/or move a design purposefully and the need to provide
means for users to do so,
(3) responding to user agency as distributed across multiple
nodes by supporting usability of important nodes and shaping access to nodes, and
(4) understanding that a design may both create a user’s taskproblem (like Swarts [19] identifies) and be a solution to a
task-problem in order to respond with design elements to
help users.
So, looking at the wikiHow design example, there are five appeals
to the artifact’s audience that illustrate these characteristics of my
DNA theory.
The five appeals that the wH article design illustrates which
address these characteristics are:
• Appealing to the senses via a conventional, positive multimedia experience based on the audience’s design needs,
• Appealing to all users by making designs responsive, interactive and participatory,
• Appealing to user agency by providing clear, learnable, memorable, and usable artifacts,
• Appealing to user-networks by connecting them to other usable nodes from the designer’s network to grow and improve
interpretations and available redesigns, and
• Appealing to nonhuman users needs for a technical design’s
referencing and use.
Hereafter, I demonstrate how these appeals are made in the article
and explain how each satisfies the needs of my DNA theory. This
illustration may serve as an introduction for teaching how technical
designs appeal to complex, online distributed network audiences.

4.2

Introduction for teaching DNA

Beginning with the first appeal, the designers of "How to Make
an Air Filter" [20] chose to recreate many attributes of the DIY
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genre and its distinct focus on integrating text and images to meet
audience needs. In Figure 2, several steps in Method 2 for creating
a home air filter are depicted. Each step includes text describing
equipment, measurements, and activities and provides drawings
that correlate with what is written.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the in-page editor on the wikiHow.com article (wikiHow, 2019). (https://www.wikihow.
com/Make-an-Air-Filter.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the first steps of the second method
in "How to Make an Air Filter" (wikiHow, 2019). (https://
www.wikihow.com/Make-an-Air-Filter).
As we can see, the design appeals to the technical instructions
genre through conventional and multimedia communication elements. Each element is specifically chosen to meet the audience’s
need to acquire information on a method for making an air filter.
These appeals correlate with the DNA theory’s focus on analyzing
audiences situational needs to inform design work.
The second appeal the designers of the article make is to all
users’ need for a design that is responsive. Human users of the
design are given many options to change view, edit content, rate,
and manipulate the artifact’s design. The best example of this responsivity is the user’s ability to change the content of the page
with the embedded editor. The editor depicted in Figure 3 shows
that users can input text, add images, or manipulate links and other
features with just a little knowledge of basic web design.
The design in Figure 3 illustrates that this article makes it possible
for audiences to make, change, move and/or otherwise manipulate
the artifact for their purposes. Further, though it cannot be seeing in
this visual reproduction of the editor, the html written in the backend may allow for nonhuman users to interact with this design in
similar ways. Thus, this appeal recognizes DNA’s effort to provide
designs with means for all users to do with them what they need.

For the third appeal, the article’s designers sought to provide
their work with a high level of usability contributing to users’
agency. No matter if the design’s users are human or nonhuman,
the use of a modular structure, direct and memorable content, and
clear hyper-linking aims to score high on Nielsen’s measures of
usability. All of the previous figures and Figure 4 below show the
modular design of content, effective and easy-to-recall labeling, and
access to additional information.
Therefore, the design of this technical artifact aims to improve
user agency through attending to the elements of user-centered
design. This attention realizes an important part of the third key
characteristic of my DNA theory. However, this characteristic is
only fully realized by combining this appeal with the next.
Moving to the forth appeal identified in this technical design,
the wH article extends user-networks through connection to other
nodes that surround the topic of making an air filter. This networking to other usable nodes of information is accomplished with
human-users through the curation of links after Method 3 on the
page. In Figure 5, hyper-linked images and text offer to navigate
users to these other related nodes.
These connected nodes are way-points to expanding humanuser networks. Also, they provide the technical designers means to
shape networks by limiting the selections and redesign elements to
those they deem most useful and appropriate to the task-problem
situation. Here, I must point out that this design appeal may also
attend to the needs of nonhuman users and their networks. Via the
inclusion of these related links, smart algorithms and intelligent
systems may create and use connections to these nodes just as
humans for their specific purposes.
Last, the fifth appeal identified in "How to Make an Air Filter" is
the designer’s deployment of means for nonhuman-users to reference data within and about the article. Though this may be depicted
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Figure 5: Screenshot of related wikiHows for our example article (wikiHow, 2019). (https://www.wikihow.com/
Make-an-Air-Filter.

Figure 4: Screenshot of usable features at the bottom of
the wikiHow.com article (wikiHow, 2019). (https://www.
wikihow.com/Make-an-Air-Filter.
with an image of the web page’s html and meta-data, such an image
does no justice to what is taking place behind the content a human
user sees. In the back-end of the technical design, nonhuman-users
are provided with content tags for images and modules on the
page. Also, the various hyper-links are provided with descriptive
meta-data that informs search algorithms or artificial intelligence
about what is located in each of the connected nodes. Further still,
information included in the meta-data allows smart systems to
compute the relevance of the linked nodes to this particular design
in order to aid in computational decision making. Thus, the technical designer’s work in the back-end of the wH article addresses
the final key characteristic we may teach when introducing DNA
theory into the technical communication classroom. However, to
help students learn to address the distributed network audience via
these appeals themselves, it is important to start small as I do in
my own class.

4.3

Learning DNA in Class

Very recently I took-up the challenge of having students learn some
about DNA theory in my technical communication class at a large
Midwestern university. Having previous experience in multimodal

composition classes and being mostly engineering or technical
communication majors, I took the opportunity to teach DNA to
this group because they potentially have a lot to gain by it. Here is
a brief account of the steps that I took in the course which may be
of use to those who hope to introduce DNA in their own classes.
To start, I asked students to map out a personal network around
an individual topic of interest they held. They were told to build
webs around their central term indicating where their knowledge
about the subject came from. Many students started out by choosing
ambitious topics like chemical fuel science or DITA. While these
are fascinating topics with many network connections to explore,
I asked students to think smaller and focus on topics they could
trace their knowledge for easily and broadly. This yielded spiderweb maps of sources of information clustered around soil, memos,
planes, and other topics similar to students’ basic areas of study.
After students drew their maps, I asked them to notate each node
in the web and think about how that node shaped their thinking,
behavior, choices, or activities relating to the topic. This, I explained,
began to show them how the various nodes in their networks
influence them as part of the world and in response to many varied
situations. Then, with this mapping and notation in hand, students
reflected on a single communication they had made about their
subject of interest and were asked to develop an interconnected
network of influences around that communication branching out
from their initial web. It was at this point that it began to dawn
on my students just how vast one’s network around a topic is and
may become. During this phase of activity, I prompted students to
respond to four questions while continuing to grow their networks.
I asked:
(1) What personal nodes are involved in the communication’s
network? (e.g. thoughts, ideas, feelings, motives, etc.)
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(2) What other human nodes are in the network around this
communication who influenced it socially or academically?
(e.g. roommates, friends, peers, professors, etc.)
(3) What nonhuman actors influenced or shaped the communication? (e.g. devices, software, platforms, webpages, etc.)
(4) What audiences did you target for this communication that
are part of the network? (e.g. teachers, classmates, colleagues,
etc.)
With these four questions, students’ network webs ballooned far
beyond the means for some to continue working on them easily
on the poster-boards I made available. It was at this time that I
introduced them to the DNA theoretical framework, definitions,
and examples of the theory iterated above and introduced them to
the major assignment I had just scaffolded to, mapping a DNA for a
DIY wH web page for a human-user in the hypothetical situation of
need to filter water. Students took to this task with gusto and used
the theory adequately with some guidance given DNA’s sometimes
abstract nature. Then I flipped the script from mapping the network
to responding to the human-user’s needs based on the networks the
students had mapped. I asked them to reflect on the user’s network
and develop a plan to tailor the technical design of the page to
better fit the user they had just mapped? Between this activity and
asking students to get into groups and brainstorm ways they could
try to shape the networks of their hypothetical user to improve the
results of that users technical activity, I had their minds straining to
grapple with the complexity of the rhetorical situations that technical designers are facing writing for web 2.0 environments. But, even
though they struggled through the last activities dealing with DNA,
by the end students were able to sufficiently apply their learning
about audiences and networks to other technical communication
scenarios addressed in class discussions and assignments. Thus,
taking-up teaching DNA in technical communication courses is
demanding. But, if you use the steps I took as a guide, you may be
impressed by the pedagogical value and the ways your students
begin to think about their jobs as technical communicators of the
future.

5

CONCLUSION

To close my discussion of DNA theory, I would like to briefly posit
some of the pedagogical implications of using and teaching my
theory in technical communication. Thereafter, I reflect on the
biggest challenge and contribution for DNA and close with a word
on continuing research.

5.1

Pedagogical Takeaways

In response to those who have inquired about the pedagogical
treasures that may be taken away from using my DNA, through
my scholarship hereto and its use in the classroom I have identified
five specific items which DNA offers above and beyond the earlier
networked audience theories. They are;
(1) DNA theory informed mapping may help technical communicators connect information across audience members
and translate information from one audience to another by
linking and clarifying the full range of nodes in a distributed
network audience.
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(2) DNA theory may encourage the understanding of networks
in the world, within and radiating out from the user, and
lying just behind the production and intersection of digital
designs to provide better reach and influence to new designs for all human and nonhuman users in complex online
rhetorical situations.
(3) DNA theory may make technical designers aware of the need
to constrain connections in their designs and thereby position nodes in user networks that increase clarity, efficiency,
usability, and access closer to users, while also reducing confusion, misinformation, and misdirection that may occur
from over-stimulation or connection. BUT, we cannot eliminate the postmodern problem of fracturing and ever-growing
network complexity.
(4) DNA theory may illustrate that the traditional task-model
or instrumental approach for technical designs as solutions
does not always work because of new network complexities
which may instead make the designs exigencies for user
problems (i.e. the actor’s exigency may be unpredictably
influenced by the network and their means and use of a
technical design are equally unpredictable). And, last
(5) DNA theory may teach technical communication students
the importance of the nonhuman actors on the horizon of
the coming era of technical communications networks. Also,
DNA seeks to illuminate how these new nonhuman users
are already shaping our digital spaces of interaction and
developing new forms of co-dependant communication.
These five pedagogical gems are the teacherly might one may
muster with DNA in their technical communication courses. But,
I’ve saved the best (and worst) for last.

5.2

Biggest Challenge and Contribution

Reflecting on the biggest challenge and contribution DNA theory
may have for technical communication, I find at the core of the
good and the bad issues stemming from the postmodern in digital
communications. In terms of an irksome challenge, the difficulty
of the DNA theory and addressing its audiences and networks
is the postmodern dilemma. Just as Marback [14] quoted from
design scholars Ritter & Webber, "’the growing pluralism of the
contemporary publics, whose valuations [illustrate an] array of
different and contradicting scales,’" is incredibly difficult to address
with singular designs. Thus, it becomes incredibly important to aid
the distributed network audience’s development of knowledge and
recreation of appropriate, networked designs by supporting and
shaping their networks of resources via sharing our own to reduce
fragmentation.
And yet, despite the postmodern challenge, the most impactful contribution to technical communication emerges from these
postmodern problems. That powerful contribution is that "this conception of audience" may be the most potent one possible because it
recognizes how "the user actively transforms technical documents"
[17] through use, while at the same time reassembling the local and
hyper-mediated networks they belong to. Therefore, this theory of
audience admits the most agency to users as audience and designers
themselves. Further, in addressing the network itself, this theory of
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a distributed audience capitalizes on discovering the user’s relationships with the multitude of disparate resources they have at their
disposal to develop an enriched, singular web for rhetorical address.
But, this networked audience theory is just that, a theory. More
research and scholarship lie hereafter to determine the usefulness
of my DNA framework as a new audience concept. And, more study
is needed to clear away the abstractions around how to best address
the DNA of future technical designs in the post-digital age.
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